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Relation between compacted area and ram momentum by heavy tamping 

Relation entre I’aire compactee et le moment du pilon lors d’un pilonnage intensif

A .O sh im a  &  N .Takada -  Department of Civil Engineering, Osaka City University, Japan

ABSTRACT: This paper presents model tests of heavy tamping focusing on the compacted area by ram blows in the 100 g centrifugal 

acceleration field in relation with governing factors: ram mass, ram base area, drop height and number of blows. The model ground is a 

semi-cylindrical column, 38 cm in diameter and 20 cm in height. The model materials are sandy soil passing the 2 mm sieve. The compacted 
area is evaluated by the relative density increase. Main conclusions are : 1) the compacted area is governed by the total ram momentum 

rather than the total kinetic energy of the ram, 2) the depth and radius of the compacted area are in proportion to the logarithm of the total 

ram momentum.

RESUME: Cet article pr6sente des essais en modele de compactage lourd, l'accent 6tant mis sur la surface pilonnfe au moyen des coups de 

dameur dans le champ d'acceleration centrifuge de 100 g, en relation avec les facteurs determinants: la masse du dameur, la surface de la 
base du dameur, la hauteur du coup et le numdro de coups. La geo m i trie du module est une colonne demi-cylindrique & 38 cm de diam&tre et 

20 cm de hauter. Le matiriau du module est un sol sableux passant le tamis de 2 mm. La surface pilonnee est evaluee au moyen de 

i'augmentation de la densite relative. Les conclusions principales sont: 1) la surface pilonnee est gouvemee plutot par le moment total du 

dameur que par l'dnergie cin6tique total du dameur, 2) la profonder et le rayon de la surface pilonnee sont proportionnels au logarithme du 

moment total du dameur.

1 INTRODUCTION

Heavy tamping is a ground compaction method using the impact 

force of ram blows. This method has been successfully employed 

to stabilize sandy and gravelly ground and waste landfills. The 

work conditions in current design procedure, however, have been 

empirically determined because the effect of governing factors, 

such as the ram mass, ram base area, ram drop height, number of 

blows and the distance between tamping points, on compaction 
have not been sufficiently clarified.

The authors have investigated the mechanism of compaction and 

the optimum work conditions of heavy tamping by means of 

centrifuge models and field observations. Until now, following 

findings were already reported: ground deformation by a heavy 

ram blow observed in the field is reproducible in the centrifuge 

model (Takada and Oshima 1994); ram penetration of ground and 

the ground deformation by ram blow are governed predominantly 

by the ram momentum rather than the kinetic energy of ram 
(Mikasa et al. 1988, 1989); the effect of the ram momentum on 

ram penetration of soft ground was interpreted theoretically 
through the low of conservation of momentum (Oshima and 

Takada 1994).

This paper deals with the compacted area by ram blows, which 

is one of the major concerns to optimize the work conditions. 

Centrifuge model tests were conducted under the variety of ram 

mass, ram base area, ram drop height and number of ram blows in 

the 100 g centrifugal acceleration field. The compacted area 
defined as an area in which the relative density increases to a 

certain degree was successfully interpreted by the total ram 
momentum.

2 CENTRIFUGE MODEL AND TEST PROCEDURES

The prototype ground is assumed to be an axi-symmetrical 

cylindrical column. To observe the ground deformation in detail, 

the semi-cylindrical model ground, 38 cm in diameter and 20 cm 

in height as shown in Fig. 1, was prepared, the center of which was 

tamped repeatedly by a semi-cylindrical model ram during flight. 

Under 100 g, this model represents a prototype ground 38 m in 

diameter and 20 m in height.

Fig. 2 shows the ram operating device. The model ram is wound
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Fig. 2 Ram operating device
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Table 1 Test conditions

P artic le  size  (m m )

Fig. 3 Particle size distribution of model material

Test series
m

(t)

A

(m2)

H

(m) Nf
mgH  

(tfm) [MJ]

mv

(tm/s)

10 4 20 80 200 r i.96i 198
Different m, 20 * '/ 40 400 [3.92] 396*
constant H 40 40 800 [7.851 792

80 '/ '/ 20 1,600 [15.71 1,584

20 4 5 80 100 [0.98] 198
Different H, '/ 10 80 200 [1.961 280
constant m // 20 40 400 [3.92] 396*

'/ '/ 28.6 56 572 [5.611 474

10 2 40 40 400 [3.92] 280

Constant mgH, 20 4 20 '/ '/ r "  1 396 *

constant m/A 40 8 10 '/ [ "  1 560

80 16 5 '/ '/ [ "  ] 792

m : Ram mass, A : Ram base area, H : Drop height,

Nf \ Final number of blows, m gH : Energy per one blow, 

mv : Ram momentum (v= V2gf/), * : Identical test

D istance  from  cen ter (m ) D istance  from  c en ter (m ) D istance  fro m  cen te r (m ) D istance  from  c en ter (m )

Fig. 4 An example of propagation of compacted area (m=20t, H=20m, A=4m )

up by an electric motor by means of a string to the predetermined 

drop height, then the ram is automatically released to drop along a 

guide rail perpendicular to the model ground. The ram hanger, 

after releasing the model ram, is wound up until it contacts the 

upper limit switch, making the motor rotate reversely. Then the 

hanger descends until it contacts the lower limit switch, making the 

hanger hold the ram and be wound up again.

The model material is a sandy soil passing the 2 mm sieve 

containing fine fraction of 6 %; the particle size distribution is 
shown in Fig. 3. The maximum and minimum dry density are 1.72 

and 1.40 t/n r, respectively.

The model ground is compacted to the initial relative density of 

35 % with a water content of 4 %. This water content is the 

maximum value at which the pore water does not migrate 

downward under the centrifugal acceleration of 100 g. The model 

is allowed to setde under its selfweight at 100 g for 1 hour. The 

vertical front face of the model ground is supported by a glass 

plate through which the ground deformation can be observed. To 

eliminate the friction between the glass plate and model ground, 

the glass plate is coated with a wet agar film 1 mm thick. This film 

also serves as a base on which 234 pieces of cross markers 2 mm 

in diameter are set by which the ground deformation is observed in 
detail.

Photographs through the glass plate are taken during flight at 
the number of blows of 0 (initial state), 5 ,10 ,20 ,40  and 80 (7, 14, 

28 and 56 in one case). The volumetric strain is calculated from 

the deformation of each rectangular element provided by adjacent

4 cross markers on the photograph. The volumetric strain is 

converted to the change in the relative density. Under this model 

ground condition, the volumetric strains of 2, 4 and 8 %

correspond to the relative density increases of 10, 20 and 40 %, 

respectively.

Table 1 shows test conditions which are described in the 

prototype scale in a 1 g gravity field. Ram drop height in the 

centrifuge is rectified so that the ram has the same velocity as in 

the 1 g gravity field. The drop height H  = 40 m is the maximum in 

the capacity of the apparatus used. Three series of test were 
conducted: 1) different ram masses under constant ram drop 

heigh t, 2) different ram drop heights under constant ram mass, 
and 3) combined ram mass and drop height under constant kinetic 

energy per blow.

3 COMPACTED AREA

Fig. 4 shows an example of the propagation of compacted area 

due to relative density increase under m = 20 t, H = 20 m and ram 

base area ,4 = 4 m2. In the figure, three bulb shaped curves indicate 

the contours of relative density increase of ADr= 10,20 and 40 %, 

which expand with the increase of number of ram blow. The size 

of plus marks indicate the magnitude of the volumetric strain. The 

total kinetic energy, mgHN, and total ram momentum, mvN  (v  = 

J 2W ) ,  are presented on the bottom of each figure.

Fig. 5 shows the comparison of the contour lines of relative 

density increase with different ram masses under the conditions 
that the ram drop height, ram base area, total kinetic energy and 

total ram momentum are all kept constant. In this test series, no 

substantial difference among the cases can be seen. The effect of 

the ram momentum on the size of the compacted area is clear in 

the series as shown in Fig. 6 where the ram mass, ram base area
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Fig. 5 Comparison of compacted areas under different ram masses (H=20m, A=4m2, mvN=7,920tm/s, mgHN=8,000tfm)
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Fig. 6 Comparison of compacted areas under different drop heights (m=20t, A=4m , mgHN=8,OOOtfm)
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Fig. 7 Comparison of compacted areas under different combination of m

mvN=  1 1 ,2 0 0

(3) m=40t, //=10m, A=8m2 (4) m=80t, //= 5m, /l=16m2 

and H (N=20, m/A=5t/m2, mgHN=8,000tfm)

and the total kinetic energy of ram are kept constant. The area of 

relative density increase expands as the total ram momentum

increases.
Fig. 7 also shows the clear effect of the ram momentum on the 

size of the compacted area, where the ram mass, drop height and 

ram base area are so combined that the kinetic energy per blow, 

mgH, and ram mass at a unit ram base area, m/A, are kept constant. 
From these test results, it is clear that the ram mass has the

predominant effect on the compaction of a sandy soil, followed by 

the ram drop height and number of blows. This suggests that the 

compacted area is governed by the ram momentum rather than the 

kinetic energy of ram.
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Fig. 9 Relation between compacted area and total kinetic energy
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4 RELATION BETWEEN COMPACTED AREA AND RAM

MOMENTUM

The compacted area is defined as the depth Z and radius R  of the 

bulb shaped area of relative density increase as shown in Fig. 8; 

(Z10, R l0), (Z20, R20) and (Z^, R ^)  designate the maximum depth 

and radius of relative density increase of 10, 20 and 40 %, 

respectively.

Figs. 9 and 10 show semi-logarithmic relations of depth Z and 

radius R  with the total kinetic energy of ram and the total ram 

momentum, respectively. Data plots in these figures are obtained 

from all the photographs taken in the course of ram blow for all 

models tested. Although the total kinetic energy seems to have 

linear relations both with various Z and R, they have wide 
scattering ranges, while the total ram momentum has close linear 
relations with Z and R. Thus, the radius and depth of the 

compacted area can be expressed by the following expressions:

Z = az + bz \og(mvN) 

R =  aR+ bR log (mvN)
(1)
(2)

where az, bz, aR, and bR are constants. These lines exist at regular 

intervals for each ADr values. The same expressions were also 

derived from the distribution of cone penetration resistance in the 

surrounding area of the tamping hole (Oshima et al. 1993).

Therefore, it is possible to estimate the compacted area 
corresponding to given by the desired total ram momentum from 

Fig. 10.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The test results lead to the following conclusions.

1) The compacted area is governed by the ram momentum 
rather than the kinetic energy of the ram.

2) The depth and radius of the compacted area are in proportion 

to the logarithm of the total ram momentum.

3) The compacted area can be estimated by the desired total ram 

momentum.
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